Abstract. The renewal process generated by the return times of semi-Markov process to a given state is considered in the paper
THE RENEWAL PROCESS GENERATED BY RETURN TIMES OF SEMI-MARKOV PROCESS IN RELIABILITY MODELS

Introduction
One of the quantities connected to the semi-Markov (SM) process are a return time to a state j and a first passage time from given state i to the state j. These quantities are random variables, the distribution of which can be calculated on the basis of the kernel of SM process. Consecutive return times and the first passage time allow to determine a general renewal process, the value of which at the moment t denotes a number of inputs to the state j in a time interval [0, t] .
Combining results from the semi-Markov processes theory and renewal theory we can obtain equations for distribution and parameters of the process and its approximation. Moreover one illustrative example of the reliability problem is presented in the paper.
Necessary definitions and theorems
Suppose that is a semi-Markov process determined by the continuous kernel where S is discrcrete state space. Assume that a state is strongly recurrent and strongly accessible from the state [3] . Consider the sequence of random variables Where represents a first passage from the state to the state while random variables form the sequence of return time to the state . The random variable has cumulalive distribution function (CDF) ma It is proved [ 3 ] , that CDF , under assumption which are satisfied in cinsidered model, are the only solutions of the equations system that LaplaceStieltjes transformation takes the form (1) where
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We have obtained a linear system of equations, where coefficients are transforms and the unknowns are transforms . The linear system of equations is equivalent to the matrix equation (2) where is the unit matrix, is the square submatrix of the L-S transform of the matrix , while are one-column matrices of the corresponding L-S transforms. The equation allows us to obtain the equations for the moments of random . The expectations are unique solution of the linear equations system, which have the following matrix form 
(6)
It can be shown that the random variables are mutually independent. Let (
and (8) 
From this theorem it follows that for large the random variable is approximately normally distributed with the expected value and standard deviation (10)
The parameters can be calculated easily on the basis of the equations (3), (5), (6) . The variance is calculated using a well-known formula (11)
SM-model of renewable series system
We will present semi-Markov model of a renewal system consisting of k component that form a series reliability structure. That kind of system was modeled and studied in [1] , [2] , [3] . In this paper we will discuss one of the reliability characteristics of the system -number of failures in the time interval [0, t].
Description and assumptions
A system consists of n components which form a series reliability structure. We assume that a lifetime of component is represented by a random variable with exponential PDF (12) From the structure of the system it follows that the damage of the system takes place if a failure of any component occurs. A damaged component is renewed. We assume that the renewal time of -th component is a non-negative random variable with a CDF (13) We know that the exponential probability distribution has memoryless property. Therefore the renewal of component means renewal of the whole system. We also assume that the random variables denoting successive times to failure of -th component and random variables denoting their consecutive renewal times are independent copies of the random variables and accordingly. We suppose that the random variables , are mutually independent. Moreover we assume that have the positive, finite expected values and variances.
Model
We introduce the following states:
-work of the "up" system, -renewal of a component after its failure The "down" states are represented by a set , while the "up" state is represented by one element set . Let denote moments of the system state changes. These moments denote the instants of the system failures or the instants of a sytem work beginning. From the assumptions it follows that a state of the system at the moment and the duration of the state that was achived at the moment does not depend on the states at the moments and their duration. Therefore the stochastic process determines by the rule is semi-Markov process. 
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From the description of the system functioning follows shape of the SM kernel.
The model will be constructed if we determine all elements of SM kernel. 
PROCES ODNOWY GENEROWANY PRZEZ CZASY POWROTU PROCESU SEMI-MARKOWSKIEGO W MODELACH NIEZAWODNOŚCI
Wprowadzenie
Wielkościami związanymi z procesem semi-markowskimi (SM) są między innymi czas pierwszego przejścia procesu do określonego stanu i czas powrotu . Wielkości te są zmiennymi losowymi, których rozkład i parametry można wyznaczyć w oparciu o jądro procesu SM. Kolejne czasy powrotu procesu wraz z czasem pierwszego przejścia pozwalają zdefiniować ogólny proces odnowy. Łącząc wyniki teorii procesów SM oraz teorii odnowy można otrzymać równania pozwalające znaleźć rozkład i parametry tego procesu odnowy a także rozkład graniczny. W pracy zostanie przedstawiony przykład zastosowania przytoczonych pojęć i twierdzeń w semi-markowskich modelu niezawodności. 
Niezbędne definicje i twierdzenia
